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Chapter 1311: Who is this person? 

"Do not!!" 

In the screaming screams. 

Dozens of Wudi and thousands of quasi emperors spilled blood in the void! 

"Damn!!" 

"I am sure to break your corpses into pieces today!" 

In the distance, Arrod, who was fighting with the ancients, saw this scene, and couldn't help but his eyes 

were torn apart! 

"Break us into pieces!? Haha!" 

Su Lang smiled disdainfully, then turned his head and didn't even look at Arrod. 

"you!!" 

"Quasi emperor, die for me!!" 

Arrod was ignored by Su Lang, instantly furious, abandoned his opponent, turned around and killed him. 

boom--! ! 

Gu Yi punched out, blocking Arrod's path: "I want to shoot at adults, unless you get past my body!" 

"roll!!" 

Arrod was completely mad, and his endless power swayed out desperately. 

Gu Wen steadily blocked Arrod in front of him, making him unable to move forward! 

far away. 

Su Lang's gaze fell on the surrender. 

Including two hundred warships, as well as more than 30 Dark Sky Clan Emperor Wudi and more than 

5,000 Zhundi. 

At this moment they were kneeling in the void obediently, with fear and a hint of relief in their eyes. 

"Hand over the fire of the soul." 

Su Lang said lightly. 

Without saying anything, the surrenders immediately forced out their souls and handed them to Su 

Lang. 

But Su Lang didn't intend to control these people only by the fire of his soul. 

"Since you choose to abandon the dark, then I will give you a gift." 
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Su Lang smiled faintly, and suddenly an endless bright light burst out of his body, covering the entire 

void! 

It is the light of Mingguang Ten Thousand Realms! 

Su Lang seems to be the incarnation of the founding god, his majestic body shrouded in a dazzling 

sacred light, standing in the void, worshipped by everyone he sees! 

Seen from the star. 

The sky is like a new magnificent sun, and the sun, moon and stars have become a bleak foil! 

All the surrenders were irradiated with light, bathed in gentle and comfortable special energy, and 

gradually assimilated. 

All the creatures who witnessed Su Lang knelt down and worshiped at this unforgettable sight. 

The Heavenly Remnant Star Martial Emperors, including Geng Tian Lu, also knelt down one after 

another. 

Gu He Arrod, who was fighting in close hands, saw that Su Lang seemed to be incarnate as the sun, 

shining on all things in time, and he was immediately shocked! 

Fortunately for Gu, I have seen Su Lang's unreasonable methods, and quickly suppressed the shock in 

my heart. 

But it was the first time Arrod saw such a terrifying and brilliant move, and the stormy sea rising in his 

heart made him scream. 

"This is impossible!!" 

"A quasi-great emperor can perform such terrifying moves!?" 

"Such a large-scale move that covers the void and covers the world will definitely consume unbelievable 

energy and spiritual soul power. How can he be able to bear it!?" 

"Who is this person!? So weird and terrifying, why does he appear here!?" 

"..." 

The shocked Arrod only felt that he was really **** mold for eight lifetimes! 

Obviously it was a very weak Heavenly Remnant Star, who came to invade with a relaxed mood, but he 

didn't expect that the opponent would have great emperor-level combat power. 

At this time, a weird warrior that has been difficult to see in the universe for hundreds of millions of 

years appeared, and he directly destroyed all his subordinates! 

Although he has not yet been defeated, the defeat and defection of the Vanguard Fleet has caused him 

endless shame! 

Even if he wins this war, it is estimated that he will be settled by Uporuo! 

Of course, if you lose, you will definitely die! 



"Wait, I will let you die in the most painful way!" 

Arrod gritted his teeth, blood was bleeding from his gums, and his aura rose again! 

Boom! 

Arrod was violent, and continued to attack ancient times. 

In his opinion, Gu must not last long. 

So he broke out, to make Gu's consumption more intense, and never lose the effect of the secret 

technique earlier! 

However, he didn't know that this was the most stupid way. 

Because Gu didn't rely on secret techniques to temporarily promote to the emperor level! 

He broke out of this force and could not kill Gu, but would waste his energy! 

Of course, you don't know what to see through. 

Su Lang was floating in the void without a word, continuing to assimilate countless creatures. 

Gu Ze laughed wildly in his heart, but showed a solemn look on the surface, which made Arrod think 

that his strategy really worked. 

Chapter 1312: Arrod's defeat 

Time gradually passed. 

All the surrendered Dark Sky Clan warriors have been assimilated. 

All Wu Emperors of Tiancangxing have also become Su Lang's mad fans. 

but. 

Su Lang did not assimilate Gengtian Road, but only allowed him to get some gain status. 

The main Gengtian Road really couldn't live for too long, so Su Lang planned to let him see the day when 

the Dark Sky World was destroyed with the most authentic mind. 

at the same time. 

The macho war in the void continues. 

However, Arrod was already a little panicked! 

Because although Gu's face was solemn, the power of each move showed no signs of attenuation at all! 

Instead, he kept breaking out stronger attacks, consuming a lot of energy. 

Even if he used the power of the Origin Demon Emperor and swallowed the soul armor of hundreds of 

Emperor Wu and tens of thousands of quasi-emperors, he would not be able to withstand the 

consumption of the Great Emperor-level battle! 
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Arrod has clearly felt that his combat power is beginning to decline! 

This completely exceeded his expectations! 

"Do not!" 

"He must have pretended to be, he must not be able to stabilize it!" 

Arrod did not want to believe the facts, insisting that Gu was acting. 

Therefore, he intends to work harder to defeat his opponent in one fell swoop! 

"Break the shackles-stunt!" 

Arrod roared wildly, and the body that had collapsed to the size of a normal person suddenly expanded 

into a giant of two kilometers! 

His aura has skyrocketed again, causing Gu nearly to crush! 

This is not over yet! 

"Wan Ren Tianqiang finger!!" 

Arrod turned into a giant with his hands folded and ten fingers crossed into a fist, only the **** 

straightened and the fingertips collided, forming a sharp A-shape! 

"dead!!" 

Along with the terrifying waves spreading through the tremor void, Arrod's fingertips slammed into Gu. 

"The fairy is just body!" 

The ancient pupils shrank suddenly, and the bronze-colored body completely turned golden, like the 

most indestructible existence in the world! 

The next moment. 

Arrod's Ten Thousand Dome Fingers pierced Middle Gu's chest fiercely. 

Rumble--! ! 

The terrifying loud noise and the incomparably fierce battle aftermath spread, causing the entire Sky 

Remnant Star Territory to lose its voice! 

In the world of almost all creatures, only the loud noise is left! 

Under Arrod's strongest blow, even though Gu used a very powerful defensive move, he was still blown 

away severely, and countless cracks burst in his chest! 

It can be said that if he hadn't been the body of the Great Emperor's soldier, he would have been 

completely broken at this time! 

But, not so much if! 

Gu took the blow and received no fatal injuries. 



On the other hand, Arrod, after using the most terrifying move, the whole person is like a deflated 

balloon, rapidly shrinking to a normal size. 

The aura on his body also continued to fall, directly falling into the Great Emperor Realm. 

"This...how is this possible!?" 

Arrod was trembling all over, his pupils shrunk like the eyes of a needle. 

He couldn't believe that he had exhausted his cards, and he almost played the ultimate combat power 

of a great emperor, yet he still didn't kill the opponent! 

On the contrary, the opponent who was expected to be consumed and died soon was actually a great 

emperor! 

Everything is beyond Arrod's imagination! 

"waste!!" 

"You are no longer worthy to be my guard." 

A roar of dissatisfaction came from Arrod's body! 

Immediately afterwards, the soul body armor covering Arrod's body turned into a living creature, 

constantly twisting and shrinking! 

"what--!!" 

"No, the great Demon Emperor of Origin, the stalwart master, forgive me!" 

"Please, forgive me, forgive me!" 

"..." 

Arrod let out a cry of horror and desperation for mercy. 

However, the Origin Devil Emperor was not moved at all, those soul body armors changed from Arrod's 

reliance to a means to kill him! 

"Uporrow." 

Su Lang's majestic and faint voice spread throughout the void, "Do you still want to stop the loss? It's 

ridiculous!" 

Talking. 

Su Lang waved his hand lightly, piercing the void one after another, and fell on Arrod. 

"Come on, kill him!" 

"Just can help me!" 

Wu Boruo sneered again and again. 

Immediately after. 



Breaking a sword severely pierced the flesh of the black soul! 

Most of the energy of the soul's flesh and blood has been consumed by Arrod, and there is no way to 

fight Su Lang's broken sword! 

Chapter 1313: Wu Boruo distressed and dripped blood 

Stabbed! 

The body of the constantly twisting soul was broken every inch, and Arrod's body was directly 

penetrated! 

"Do not!" 

Arrod's eyes burst out, but the light in his eyes gradually dimmed. 

at the same time. 

An inexplicable and mysterious aura enveloped Arrod. 

"what's the situation!?" 

Wu Boruo felt bad. 

In the next moment, his consciousness stored in the flesh and blood of these souls was directly crushed 

and purified! 

"what!!" 

"how can that be!?" 

Unbelievable thoughts flashed through the consciousness that Wu Boruo had deposited, and it was 

completely wiped out. 

The dark world. 

On the misty peak. 

"boom!!" 

The entire giant mountain trembled fiercely, countless rubble fell, and the mist kept surging, like a 

demon and ghost roaring against rolling! 

In the city built around the misty peaks below, countless creatures knelt down in horror, for fear that 

the great Devil Emperor would get angry and kill them. 

"how is this possible!?" 

"The fragments of my soul body are lost!?" 

"That is the soul and flesh of hundreds of Emperor Wu and tens of thousands of quasi-emperors!" 

In the turbulent fog, the Origin Demon Emperor clenched his teeth in disbelief, his eyes burst open as if 

to tear! 
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He really feels so distressed! 

The whole heart is dripping blood! 

After a long time, his rage calmed down a bit. 

"The fragments of the soul body are inexplicably lost..." 

"This is the second time it has happened!" 

"For the first time, in the inheritance world of Emperor Wu on the Zhetian Continent, a subordinate was 

beheaded by a small Wudi named Langdi." 

"Zhetian Continent is not easy to provoke. It doesn't matter if there are such talents. Now this little sky 

and remnant star also made me planted, and planted a big rival!" 

"Hundreds of Wudi, tens of thousands of quasi-emperor soul fragments have been lost!" 

"No, we must find the place back!" 

"..." 

The Origin Devil Emperor was so angry, his huge body kept undulating, and thick hatred erupted from 

the big eyes of the lake! 

Simultaneously. 

A strong suspicion and jealousy also rose in the heart of Origin Devil Emperor. 

It stands to reason. 

It is definitely not much to be able to deprive him of the flesh and blood of his soul by extraordinary 

means. 

Then, these existences are likely to belong to the same force, that is, the biggest enemy, covering the 

continent! 

"That is to say." 

"It's not a coincidence that the weird Quasi-Great Emperor is on the Sky Canopy. The Zhetian Continent 

has already controlled the Sky Canopy and stationed the strong!" 

"Yes, absolutely! Tiancangxing is originally a world closer to the Zhetian Continent!" 

"They are likely to strengthen their defenses, maybe that martial emperor will also pay attention to that 

world." 

"If this is the case, I am afraid that how many subordinates I send over will give me food, but it will also 

cost me a lot of soul and flesh." 

Wu Boruo's huge eyes narrowed into a thin slit, "From this point of view, we can't attack Tian Can Xing 

in a short time, we must change a target first." 

Thought of this. 



"Anderson, come and see me!" 

With a thought, Wu Boruo summoned a certain subordinate. 

quickly. 

A tall and majestic man, also wearing a black armor, came to Wu Boruo. 

"Anderson knocked on the great master!" 

The man threw his five bodies to the ground, crawling under Upoluo's feet in the most humble posture. 

Compared with Alod, Anderson appears more calm and stronger! 

Moreover, the soul fragments parasitic on his body are very unusual! 

"Arrod is dead." 

"You immediately lead the Second Vanguard Fleet, and the Eastern Star Sea ahead." 

"This time the purpose is for other worlds close to the Zhetian Continent." 

Wu Boruo said lightly, "Anderson, I hope you don't let me down!" 

"Subordinates have a mission to fulfill!" 

Anderson buckled his head heavily, then disappeared into the mist. 

at the same time. 

In the stray star field. 

The system prompt of perfect plunder was ringing in Su Lang's mind. 

"Ding! You get the Great Emperor Soul Fragment*688, the Senior Martial Emperor Soul*1, Life 

Universe*1, Rule Immortal Crystal*1, Power Avenue*1, Theravada Xianyuan*91295486, Supreme 

Immortal Jade*96121428... ...Emperor-level materials...Xian-level materials..." 

"It's a pity that there is no soul of the emperor." 

After listening to the system prompt, Su Lang curled his mouth, a little regretful. 

However, he also knew that the Soul of the Great could not be obtained from Arrod. 

Although Arrod showed the power of the Great Emperor, it was achieved by the secret technique of 

"Broken Shackles". 

The fragments of the soul body only advance its combat power to infinitely close to a great emperor. 

Therefore, even if you kill Arrod while maintaining the power of the Emperor, you will not be able to 

obtain the Soul of the Emperor. 

Chapter 1314: All fell into shock and silence 

"but." 
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"There are a lot of fragments of the Great Emperor's soul body, and there are actually 688 copies!" 

Su Lang nodded slightly, just these soul body fragments were a huge harvest. 

Although Su Lang has no good way to use the soul fragments, as long as he knows that this is a great 

treasure, it is enough! 

In addition. 

Arrod actually contributed a universe of life. 

This is rarely seen in the cultivation system of the Dark Sky World. 

Before Su Lang killed hundreds of Dark Sky Clan Emperor Wudi, he also didn't get a universe of life, all of 

them were drawn from space. 

"Look at the difference." 

Su Lang thought, and a miniature universe suddenly appeared in front of him. 

From the appearance, this universe of life gives people a very rough feeling. 

"It seems that although the universe of life has been formed, it is very rubbish." 

Su Lang frowned and sent a clone to check in. 

As expected, the universe of life was very rough, with only a small broken continent in it. 

There were no creatures on the Broken Continent either, it was completely dead. 

However, this Broken Continent is somewhat famous! 

It turned out to be all composed of precious land, almost no ordinary land! 

The treasures that make up the mainland fragments are also of various kinds, with all attributes. 

Mix together to form a very chaotic environment, no wonder there is no life. 

"It's not as if you got nothing." 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth, split all the treasures into the cards, and put them into his ten 

life universe. 

Soon. 

Only then did Arrod's rough life universe be thrown into the storage space. 

At this time. 

"Master Langdi!" 

Gu flew back from a distant void, and saluted Su Lang respectfully. 

The injury on his body has gradually begun to recover, and he will slowly heal without intervention. 

"Come up." 



Su Lang stretched out his right hand and spread it out. 

"Yes!" 

Gu Fei reached Su Lang's right palm and stayed obediently like a little ant. 

Soon. 

Su Lang turned to look at the surrendered fleet: "The flagship commander is out." 

"the host!" 

A Rank Nine Martial Emperor flew out and crawled in front of Su Lang. 

This person was **** and messy, but he was very energetic, and he was a spirited guy. 

"Let the past disappear." 

"You are now free of the control of Origin Demon Emperor." 

"From now on, your name will be Wushu." 

"This Quasi-Greater-class flagship is also renamed the Freedom, the fleet is renamed the Freedom Void 

Fleet, and you name the rest of the warships yourself." 

Su Lang looked down at the ant-like Ninth Rank Martial Emperor of the Dark Sky Clan, and said lightly. 

"Without restraint, thank the master for giving the name!" 

Wushu Emperor Wu bowed his head respectfully and was very excited. 

The other Dark Sky Clan Emperor Wudi was jealous when Wushu was given a name. 

Although they couldn't get this honor, they also planned to change their name to erase the mark of 

Origin Demon Emperor. 

"Well, you wait to recharge your energy." 

Su Lang continued, "I will lead you to counterattack the Dark Sky World, eradicate Wu Boruo, and 

liberate the entire Dark Sky Clan!" 

"Yes!" 

Everyone should be excited in unison. 

Although they are cold-blooded and cruel warriors of the Dark Sky tribe, there are still a few people who 

care about them. 

Therefore, they also want to let their relatives and friends get rid of Wuboruo, throw into the stalwart 

Lord Langdi, and enjoy the most beautiful light. 

"Ok." 

"You will stay in the void to patrol the Heavenly Remnant Star." 



Su Lang nodded, turned around and stepped into the atmosphere, standing on the Sky Canal Star. 

Immediately after. 

He revoked the heaven and earth, and the tens of thousands of giants disappeared instantly. 

at the same time. 

The leaders of the powerful forces who were paying attention to the Star Wars, all fell into shock and 

silence. 

"The little Heavenly Remnant Star actually blocked the invasion of the Dark Sky World. It's really... 

incredible!" 

"The Celestial Star actually possesses a great emperor-level combat power, and it is so powerful that it 

has not fallen into the realm of combat power until now." 

"The most weird thing is that terrifying giant of ten thousand feet, even though it is only a quasi-

emperor. 

But whether it's this vast body shape, the weird space magic, or the mysterious light... it's incredible! " 

"The most unbelievable thing is that the great bronze man at the emperor level actually bowed down to 

the quasi-emperor level giant. It is unbelievable!" 

"Who the **** is that? Are the natives of the Sky Disappearing Star? Not like! A person from another 

world? Not like! Mysterious, too mysterious!" 

"The Heaven Canal Star blocked the invasion of the Dark Sky World, and will soon rise to fame, but I did 

not choose to help the Heaven Canal Star. It is right that the Heaven Canal Star can stop it for a while. 

"Perhaps you can covertly contact Tiancangxing, and let their masters who deliberately leave, especially 

the quasi-great emperor who has turned into a giant!" 

"Pass the order on and investigate the mysterious quasi-emperor secretly, but you are absolutely not 

allowed to offend. Offenders will be killed without pardon!" 

Chapter 1315: Are you really pregnant? 

"..." 

The gazes of the powerhouses focused on Su Lang's body, and the orders were conveyed, and the 

undercurrents suddenly surged on the Remnant Star. 

at the same time. 

Su Lang has returned to his normal shape, sitting on the throne of the underground palace, looking at 

the respectful emperors below. 

"The dark world may make a comeback at any time." 

"You must work hard to cultivate, and there can be no slack." 

"Take these pills to improve yourself as much as possible." 
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Su Lang's voice was indifferent, but he waved his hand and sprayed a large amount of perfect quality 

emperor-level medicine. 

The densely packed emperor-level pill was suspended in front of each Emperor Wu, making him 

dumbfounded, almost unable to speak clearly. 

"Thanks to Lord Langdi who is Xie Weian!" 

It was Geng Tianlu who said that everyone woke up and bowed down. 

"Go down and practice." 

Su Lang nodded slightly and waved his hands out of the underground palace. 

Soon. 

He looked at Gengtian Road next to him: "Next, I have to follow the clues of the Exile Land, so I will 

temporarily leave Tian Canxing." 

"Yes!" 

Geng Tianlu nodded. 

"Ok." 

"I will leave the Freedom Void Fleet, and Gu Ye will stay in the Sky Canopy for the time being." 

Su Lang's expression was indifferent, "And I will return instantly if something happens, so you don't have 

to worry about anything." 

"The old man knocked on Lord Xie Lang!" 

"I just hate the old and useless and the end is approaching, I can't follow the adults..." 

Geng Tianlu was grateful and knelt on his knees. Although he was not assimilated by the Mingguang Ten 

Thousand Realms, he was equally convinced! 

"Who said you are useless." 

"Didn't you make some friends?" 

"Presumably you also know the coordinates and information of some planets." 

Su Lang smiled, "You compile these things into a book, oh, there are some strange stories about the 

stars, I will need them in the future." 

"Yes!" 

Geng Tianlu nodded quickly and took over the job. 

"Well, then I will set off now." 

Su Lang stood up, and immediately used the system functions to head towards the world of Jijun. 

But at this moment! 



Suddenly his figure stagnated, and a sneer gradually appeared on his face: "Sure enough to have a 

ghost? Haha!!" 

Canglan star field. 

A group of void fleets broke into the range shrouded in world consciousness, like a boulder falling into 

the calm water, causing a lot of waves! 

I saw endless red clouds spreading from the Canglan star sky, towards the void outside the sky! 

On the earth. 

Countless warriors looked up at the sky, but they weren't panicked, but viewed it as a magnificent 

scenery. 

Qingqiu, Jiao Qin, Si Yuxiao and other emperors were also in their usual moods, a little surprised at 

most. 

No one is worried that the world vision will bring disaster. 

Because everyone knows that with the protection of His Majesty Langdi, Canglan Star will be extremely 

safe! 

Canglan Star Void. 

The fleet of Gouchen Chamber of Commerce moved forward frantically. 

There are countless warriors on each ship wielding weapons and shouting constantly. 

"Speed up!" 

"Don't be stingy with Xianyuan, we must fight quickly!" 

In the soul chasing jade secret room, Li Gouchen frowned slightly and gave orders. 

He had already received the unexpected and shocking result of Tiancangxing's victory! 

Li Gouchen really wanted to get a headshot, and he couldn't think of how Tiancang Xing could win, and 

he won so quickly! 

However, the result is there, he can only accept it. 

For him, there is only one impact from the end of the Celestial Remnant Star War, and that is that Langdi 

is likely to return at a faster speed. 

Gouchen Chamber of Commerce must win Canglan Star as soon as possible to minimize the risk. 

In the case of going all out. 

The fleet of Gouchen Chamber of Commerce kept torn the space channel and approached Canglan Star. 

Canglan Star's vision of heaven and earth became more and more terrifying, and the thick red clouds 

almost fell to the ground! 



Qingqiu, Si Yuxiao, Baiyue Shuangdi and others gathered together, piercing the clouds and flying into the 

sky, quietly waiting for the arrival of uninvited guests. 

at last. 

A hundred menacing ships appeared in the near-ground void of Canglan Star, on which were full of cruel 

and crazy warriors of all races! 

Canglan Star Wudi all looked at the fleet coldly. 

They are all people who have experienced great battles, especially those who have seen Su Lang's 

endless and powerful clones. 

Therefore, it will not be bluffed by a hundred ships, especially since only one of them is Emperor-class, 

and the rest are Quasi-Emperor-class. 

Chapter 1316: Soon you will know 

"Who are you!?" 

"Why don't you come and break into our planet's vicinity!?" 

"Hurry up and remove all protection and attack methods, and let the principal speak out!" 

"..." 

Si Yu smiled as he looked at the fleet in front of him and scolded coldly. 

"Humph!" 

"Twenty Emperor Wu?" 

"I advise you to catch it with all your hands, lest you die too miserably after a while!" 

Li Gouchen walked out of the secret room, a majestic breath enveloped the audience. 

Everyone in Canglan Star suddenly felt a surge of pressure, and couldn't help but hold their breath, as if 

they were approaching an enemy. 

But at this moment. 

"whispering sound!" 

"The president of the dignified Void Chamber of Commerce." 

"It turned out to be just a quasi-great emperor." 

"Unfortunately, I thought you were a real emperor!" 

With a trace of disdain at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, stepping on the red clouds, slowly came to the 

front of the emperors Canglan. 

"Meet your Majesty Langdi!" 

Qingqiu Wudi and dozens of Wudi immediately saluted. 
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"what!?" 

"Aren't you in the Sky Canopy!? Why are you here!?" 

Li Gouchen looked at Su Lang with a face of disbelief, and his entire body was terrified! 

According to his speculation. 

No matter how fast Su Lang is, it is impossible to come back from Tian Canxing in an instant! 

However, the other party was still in the Sky Remnant Star almost in the last moment, and appeared in 

front of them in the next moment, which is really weird and unreasonable! 

Facing Li Gouchen's exclaim, Su Lang smiled without saying a word, and was too lazy to explain. 

"Could it be that my subordinate made a mistake!?" 

"Impossible, how can that guy admit someone wrong, right?" 

Li Gouchen frowned, "Furthermore, this Langdi had just obtained the star map of Tian Can Xing before, 

and soon after Tian Can Xing appeared exactly like him, it is definitely not a coincidence!" 

Thinking of this, Li Gouchen was very surprised with a trace of dignity and fear. 

In his eyes, Su Lang became more mysterious and difficult. 

at this time. 

Su Lang's expression became cold: "Gouchen Chamber of Commerce, you broke into the vicinity of my 

planet. It was a bad person. If so, don't blame me!" 

This statement came out. 

Li Gouchen's face changed suddenly. 

In fact, after realizing the mystery and weirdness of Su Lang, he already regretted this invasion a little 

bit. 

but. 

They rushed towards the Gouchen Chamber of Commerce aggressively, and everyone knew Sima Zhao's 

heart! 

No matter how sophisticated he was, he couldn't cover up their intrusion attempt by the Chamber of 

Commerce. 

"Humph!" 

Li Gouchen didn't stop doing two things, he was heartbroken, and snorted coldly, "Langdi, right? Our 

Gouchen Chamber of Commerce has taken a fancy to your planet. 

If you surrender now and become my subordinates, then I can spare your lives, otherwise, you will 

undoubtedly die! " 

"Not bad!" 



"Surrender! Surrender now!" 

"Hurry up, otherwise it will be too late when we do it!" 

"A group of old, weak, sick and disabled even dare to stand in front of our Gouchen Chamber of 

Commerce. It is simply looking for death!" 

"Hey, those weak twin empresses are really rare, but I don't know if the boss will reward us after 

enjoying it?" 

"..." 

The Wu emperors of the Gouchen Chamber of Commerce uttered foul language and smiled evilly, and 

their cruel eyes kept sweeping the Canglan Star. 

"A bunch of scum!" 

"I don't know how many unreasonable things you have done." 

"Today, I will clear your trash for the boundless universe." 

Su Lang's eyes flashed with cold light, and his murderous aura gradually overflowed. 

Suddenly. 

The quasi-emperor-level aura filled the void! 

"Quasi-Great Emperor!" 

"This young man is at the same level as our president!" 

"Well, what? That guy is just a trash with treasures. Our president can kill him with one move!" 

"Hmph, this person is dead!" 

"..." 

The Wu Emperors of the Gouchen Chamber of Commerce were frightened, and immediately calmed 

down, showing a more brutal and cruel expression. 

At this moment. 

This group of originally and kind businessmen has become a group of dirty hyenas without limits! 

"Hehe, am I dead?" 

Su Lang backed his hands and smiled faintly, "Soon, you will know who the dead are!" 

Chapter 1317: Spike Li Gouchen 

"Without further ado." 

"Since you don't want to surrender, then die for me!" 

With a roar, Li Gouchen moved through the endless red clouds and slammed Su Lang! 
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"kill!" 

"All the men will be killed, and the women will stay alive!" 

"Hey, I have never touched an emperor-level woman, this time I am blessed!" 

"..." 

The Wu emperors of the Gouchen Chamber of Commerce followed Li Gouchen and rushed up. 

But they look aggressive, but in fact they are mobs. 

If the current Free Void Fleet is a real army, then these warriors of the Gouchen Chamber of Commerce 

are just gangsters on the street. 

"Kill without mercy!" 

Seeing the other party's hands, Su Lang grinned and smiled coldly. 

Qingqiu Emperor Wu and others heard the order and rushed out instantly to fight with the Wu 

Emperors of the Gouchen Chamber of Commerce. 

At this time, Li Gouchen also passed through the red clouds and slammed in front of Su Lang: "Di Lang, 

fight me to the death!" 

however. 

"The mere ants are not worthy of my own action." 

Su Lang dismissed it with a smile, and turned around slowly and arrogantly. 

"Don't be ashamed!" 

"In a battle of this level, you are so underestimated, you dare to expose your back to your opponent!?" 

"Hmph, today I will let you taste the taste of death!" 

Li Gouchen became angry from embarrassment and punched Su Lang, who had no intention of doing 

anything. 

Rumble! 

The fist almost tore the void, and the next moment it would hit Su Lang in the back. 

But at this moment. 

"Jie Jie!" 

"Your opponent is us!" 

"Look at what tricks your old fellow can withstand us!?" 

"..." 



There was a rushing voice, it turned out that several avatars of Su Lang suddenly appeared, surrounding 

Li Gou Chen Tuantuan. 

"what!?" 

"So many prospective emperors!?" 

"And every one is the same as that Langdi!?" 

Seeing this scene, Li Gouchen was so frightened that he almost peeed! 

He has lived for so long, has been to a large number of planets, and has never seen such a weird 

method! 

however. 

He has already shot out his bow immediately, it is impossible to stop! 

boom! ! 

Li Gouchen's fist was directly blocked by a clone, and both sides shook at the same time! 

The aftermath of horror swept away, tearing the thick red clouds, and sweeping out a clear void. 

Li Gouchen could clearly see that the other five Quasi-Great Emperors, exactly the same as Su Lang, had 

already approached him, and pointed out the sword at the same time! 

"Do not!!" 

Li Gou Chen's twin pupils shrank suddenly, and his whole body was cold, like falling into an ice cave! 

He felt the breath of death! 

This long-lost feeling made his heart palpitations, made his hair stand upside down, and made his brain 

go blank! 

All kinds of hidden trump cards, all kinds of desperate means, at this moment are extremely pale, 

extremely powerless! 

Stabbed! 

Su Lang's five avatars simultaneously cast a broken sword, directly beheading Li Gouchen, and smashing 

into pieces! 

"Ding! You get the soul of the high-level Martial Emperor*1, the universe of life*1, the avenue of rock*1, 

the avenue of power*1, the avenue of virtuality*1, the avenue of gold*1... 

One great imperial soldier justice balance*1, seven imperial soldiers Xinghai Wanfangyi*1, five imperial 

soldiers crossing edge evil star ruler*1, one imperial soldiers Gouchen ship*1... 

The superior Xianyuan 54685, the lower Xianyuan*43898967, the best Xianyu*36983259... 

Great Emperor Grade Material Soul Chasing Jade... Emperor Grade Material... Fairy Grade Material..." 



The system prompt passed away in a flash, and a generation of quasi-great emperors, the president of 

Gouchen, who was rampant in the void, fell! 

He died so easily, it was almost like me! 

This made the rest of the real Gouchen Chamber of Commerce directly frightened, lost their souls, and 

even **** out! 

"The president has fallen!!" 

"Oh my God, what the **** is going on!? How could the president be killed in a second!?" 

"Too scary, too scary, that Langdi is not a single person at all, but a group of people, that Langdi is a 

group of people!" 

"Am I dazzled? No, my eyes are broken!! This is not true!" 

"This is impossible, this is not impossible, this must be a nightmare, I have to kill the Emperor Wu and 

take away the woman and the treasure!" 

"Kill kill kill, don't run away, it was an illusion just now!" 

"You code, if you want to die, die by yourself!" 

"Run away!" 

Chapter 1318: Gouchen Chamber of Commerce is wiped out 

"..." 

A group of Emperor Wu from the Gouchen Chamber of Commerce killed them aggressively just a 

moment ago. 

But at this time, just one or two moves against the emperors of Canglan Star, the scene of Su Lang 

beheading Li Gouchen made Liushen Wuzhu, and he was frightened. 

Many people immediately began to flee, while some others were unable to accept the facts, shouting 

incoherently, and desperately slaying their opponents. 

but. 

No matter how crazy the people left behind, they are all ants under Su Lang's clone, and they can spit to 

death with one spit! 

In addition, surrounded by Qingqiu, Si Yuxiao, Baiyue Shuangdi, and others, none of the people from the 

Gochen merchant can escape! 

The massacre began, screaming continuously! 

"Ah!! My hand!!" 

"No, don't kill me, ah!" 

"I don't want to die!" 
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"Please forgive me!" 

"I was forced, I was forced, I was coerced!" 

"I surrendered, I surrendered, I knelt down, I kowtow, please don't kill me!" 

"..." 

All the people in the Chamber of Commerce were completely frightened, and there was no will to resist. 

They knelt down and begged miserably for mercy, hoping to save their lives. 

However, without Su Lang's order, all Wudi would not stop! 

Huh huh! 

Blade light sword shadow, supernatural power vision! 

Numerous rules flickered in the void, and the Emperor Wu of the Chen Chamber of Commerce was 

beheaded by Su Lang's clone. 

The more **** ones also mostly died in the hands of Su Lang clone. 

The system prompts ding ding ding constantly, and copies of the soul of Emperor Wu, and the soul of 

Wuxian are successively credited. 

Of course, there are many immortal jade and the like. 

But for Su Lang at this time, this gain is no different from mosquito legs. 

quickly. 

The warriors of the entire Gouchen Chamber of Commerce were all slaughtered. 

Ninety-nine quasi-emperor-class warships were floating in the void, and the spirits were panicked, and 

all of them could not shrink out. 

They also know that they can't escape at all, and their only end is to become an enemy! 

"All these ships are accepted." 

With a thought, Su Lang issued an order, "Dispose of the body too." 

then. 

The six avatars that were shot shuttled through the void, putting ships that dared not resist into the 

storage space. 

Qingqiu Emperor Wu and others packed up all the corpses that had fallen into the void. 

Not long. 

The void has become completely clean! 



Canglan Star's world vision also gradually disappeared, and the red clouds disappeared, returning to 

normal. 

"You will continue to guard Canglan Star, I will leave for a while." 

Su Lang looked around Qingqiu and the others, left a word, and then used the clone to replace it and 

returned to the Sky Canopy. 

Standing in the sky of the Canopy Star, Su Lang looked indifferent: "No restraint, come here." 

Suddenly. 

The commander of the Freedom Void Fleet freely flew out of the Freedom and came to Su Lang. 

"Will see the master without restraint!" 

Creeping freely under Su Lang's feet, he was cautious, but his eyes were very enthusiastic. 

"The hundred ships are yours." 

"They are not high-level, you can arrange them as you like." 

Su Lang waved his hand and a hundred ships appeared in the void nearby. 

"Yes! Master!" 

Wushu knelt at Su Lang's feet, respectfully taking orders. 

"Go ahead." 

Su Lang nodded, turned and flew outside the starry sky. 

If you don't have any restrictions, you will take people and gather those one hundred ships. 

The strongest flagship of the Gouchen merchant's ship has only been transferred to the Imperial Army, 

and the rest are all quasi-imperialist soldiers. 

Therefore, the two hundred fleets of all imperial soldiers directly scared this rabble fleet to be honest 

and trembling. 

Under unconstrained arrangements. 

These low-level ships became patrol ships, and the original Imperial-class battleships temporarily 

stopped. After all, battleships also require a lot of energy to fly. 

The other side. 

Su Lang came into the void and took out three things while walking forward slowly. 

They are a great imperial soldier justice balance, great emperor grade material soul chasing jade, and 

Xinghai Wanfangyi. 

Su Lang took the balance of justice in his hand and observed carefully. 



The balance of justice is made of gold, just like gold, but its shape is very simple, with two small plates 

hanging on each side of a cross. 

This Emperor Soldier is refined by the mysterious and powerful Nether Cult and contains a very powerful 

destiny power! 

Once entangled in the destiny power of the justice scale, even the ordinary Great Emperor level can 

hardly get rid of it, which can be called very terrifying. 

However, the scale of justice cannot actively display magical powers, only when someone voluntarily 

swears and then violates the oath can it be effective. 

In short, although it is a great soldier, its only function is to play a fair role. 

Chapter 1319: Refining the Soul Chasing Emperor Palace! 

In addition. 

The balance of justice is very peculiar, it has no tools! 

This point is very similar to Su Lang's Taiji Meteorite God Thunder. 

It is precisely because there is no instrumental spirit, only a chaotic aura, that it can guarantee sufficient 

justice and will not be affected by any subjective consciousness. 

"Ensure fairness and a weapon can be considered useful." 

Su Lang nodded slightly, and immediately used one-key decomposition to decompose the justice 

balance into materials. 

Suddenly, a variety of materials appeared in front of us, all of which were related to the power of 

destiny. 

This is the formula for refining a fair balance. 

As long as the materials are sufficient, as long as he is willing, Su Lang can refine a large number of fair 

balances in a short time. 

"One-key mixer!" 

Su Lang's thoughts moved again, and many materials were merged together to refine it into a justice 

balance. 

Although there seems to be no change, this is a brand new balance of justice. 

Put the justice balance in the storage space. 

Su Lang took out the Soul Chasing Jade, to be precise, it was a secret room built by the Soul Chasing 

Jade. 

Compared with the magnificent imperial palace, this secret room is too small, it is just a small room. 

However, this is a secret room made entirely of the emperor-level material chasing soul jade! 
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"The soul-chasing jade fell into the hands of people like Li Gouchen, it's really a violent thing." 

Su Lang curled his lips and thought, "The system, with the soul-seeking jade as the main material, 

refining a palace of the Great Emperor!" 

"Ding! Insufficient materials, need to consume..." 

The system prompt came, let Su Lang clearly understand the lack of materials. 

There is no shortage of the Soul of Emperor Wu and the Soul of Wuxian. 

The main reason is the lack of a small part of the great emperor-level materials, such as the Five 

Elements material, the Fire Yang Hongguang Dao Jade, and the Purple Sunshui Xiao Dao Jade. 

Before the Gouchen Chamber of Commerce came to give away the head, and at the same time returned 

the material worth tens of billions of Xianyuan that Su Lang had traded. 

Therefore, there is no shortage of raw materials for Su Lang to synthesize Great Emperor grade 

materials! 

then. 

Su Lang walked all the way, synthesizing Great Emperor grade materials all the way. 

In a short time, a lot of Great Emperor grade materials were synthesized! 

Although most of them are temporarily unavailable, as Su Lang is about to be promoted to the emperor 

level, these materials will soon be available for use. 

The time for a stick of incense passed in a blink of an eye. 

Su Lang finally synthesized all the urgently needed materials. 

"There is no need to go to Sufang City again." Su Lang thought silently. 

You can see the tip of the iceberg of Void Sect from the city of Xuyanfang, he temporarily decided to be 

more cautious, and visit Xufang City a few times less. 

Next. 

If the materials are enough, it is natural to refine the Emperor's soldiers! 

"System, start refining!" 

Su Lang gave orders with a thought. 

"Ding! Consumes Soul Chasing Jade*1000, Wudi’s Soul*10, Wuxian’s Soul*200, Huoyang Rainbow Light 

Dao Jade*10, Purple Sunshine Xiao Dao Jade*10..." 

"Ding! Successful refining, you will get a huge imperial soldier to chase the soul of the imperial palace!" 

A pitch-black miniature palace appeared in Su Lang's palm. Its majestic and majestic shape. The 

mysterious blackness made it breathtaking, so I didn't dare to look directly at it! 

"open!" 



Su Lang waved his big hand, and the Soul Chasing Emperor Palace flew into the void and unfolded 

suddenly! 

Suddenly, a black palace with the same rules as the heavens and the earth, with the radiance of the sun 

and the moon, stood in the void. 

It seems to be a mysterious building that has been passed down from ancient myths to this day, which is 

palpitating! 

A little bit at Su Lang's feet landed on the square that came with Soul Soul Emperor Palace. 

The interior of the imperial palace is also dominated by black, which looks simple and elegant, but 

contains low-key luxury. 

"Qi Ling, come out and see me." 

Standing on the vast square, Su Lang called out softly with divine thoughts. 

Suddenly. 

A group of dark shadows condensed and flew in front of Su Lang. 

It's just that this group of shadows can only radiate undetectable kindness. Besides, there is no 

intelligence at all, just like a real cold shadow. 

"No wisdom!?" 

Su Lang frowned slightly, "Is it because of the characteristics of the soul chasing jade that caused the 

lack of intelligence and intelligence?" 

With a trace of doubt. 

Su Lang tested the Qi Ling. 

It turns out that the spirit of the device really does not have the wisdom, to be precise, there is no soul, 

only wisdom! 

It can complete any command issued by Su Lang, but it has no spirituality, just like mechanical 

intelligence. 

Chapter 1320: Xinghai Wanfangyi 

"Well, it's good to be able to execute the order." 

"In the future, I will continue to promote you, so that you will be truly intelligent." 

Su Lang stroked the dark shadow in front of him, "Now I give you the name of'chasing the soul', go 

down." 

Because Soul Chasing had no spiritual wisdom yet, Su Lang didn't plan to let it transform into a human 

body for the time being. 

Soul Chasing faithfully implemented Su Lang's order and disappeared into the imperial palace. 
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Next. 

Su Lang strolled around the imperial palace and chose a quiet room for himself. 

By the way, I also learned about the function of Soul Chasing Emperor Palace. 

The Soul Chasing Emperor Palace is built with soul chasing jade as the main material, supplemented by a 

few other great emperor-level materials. 

Therefore, its main function is still'mental shielding', which can completely shield the spiritual power of 

the broken Nirvana level. 

Even a higher level of mental power would have to work hard to break through the protection of the 

Soul Chasing Emperor Palace! 

Except besides. 

The Soul Chasing Emperor Palace itself is tough and difficult to destroy, and ordinary protection 

methods are also available. 

Although it is an ordinary method, as long as it is not a great emperor level attack, its defense cannot be 

broken! 

Owning this palace is equivalent to being invincible under the emperor level. 

Of course, Su Lang does not need this palace to be invincible under the great emperor, and even a 

general one great emperor can kill! 

Next. 

Su Lang will put the Soul Chase Emperor Palace into the storage space, and take out the third thing, 

Xinghai Wanfangyi! 

"Visiting a great being!" 

The spirit of Xinghai Wanfangyi emerged directly, and respectfully kowtow to Su Lang. 

This spirit has been transformed into a human form, but with a very strong feature of another world. 

It looks like a young dwarf boy with a tall purple pointed hat and a purple-black robe decorated with 

bright ornaments. 

At first glance, it looks like an astrologer! 

"It looks like you are very witty." 

Su Lang's mouth twitched, "But if you are useless, I will melt you in minutes." 

"grown ups!" 

"The little one can guide the direction in the stars!" 

"I have been to many places in the Xinghai Region!" 



"In addition to the world coordinates on the star map that Li Gouchen gave you, I also have hundreds of 

world coordinates." 

"In addition, there are many terrifying forbidden areas in the starry sky. No matter how strong a warrior 

is, once he strays into it, he will fall. I can avoid these places perfectly!" 

The astrologer dwarf smiled humblely, for fear that Su Lang would kill it if he was unhappy. 

"Oh." 

"Equivalent to map navigation?" 

"Although it is not a full-map navigation, it is also useful. I will not kill you." 

Su Lang nodded slightly, "From now on, your name will be Compass." 

"Yes!" 

"Thank you for the name given by the great master!" 

The dwarf weapon spirit would naturally no longer mention his old name, and immediately climbed up 

with Su Lang's thigh. 

Su Lang nodded faintly: "Show me all the star maps you know." 

"Yes! Great master!" 

The compass lowered his head, waved his short hand, and suddenly transformed into a model of the 

star sea! 

This is a dark star field. 

Except that it is not bright enough, it is very similar to the Milky Way picture that Su Lang has seen. 

The Xinghai domain as a whole is like a spiral vortex disk with diffuse entanglement on the edge. 

A total of twelve cantilevers derive from the center of the astrolabe, as the ‘branch’ of the vortex spiral, 

extending to the edge in a graceful arc. 

Most of the astrolabes are pitch black, representing unknown places. 

In addition, there are hundreds of twinkling white star points, a few red star points, and one blue star 

point. 

"The blue star point represents the current position." 

"The white dots represent the world, and they are all Wudi-class worlds." 

"Our Chamber of Commerce in the Emperor-level world dare not look for it, let alone contact it." 

"These red dots represent the restricted area of the star field!" 

Compass introduced, "They have existed since ancient times, and it is said that they were produced after 

the fall of a super powerful world." 



"okay." 

"I know." 

Su Lang nodded. 

These star points are basically on the cantilever of an astrolabe in the east. 

Tiancan, Jijun, Dongzhen, Deviance, Jingxu, Yuhan and other worlds that already know the coordinates 

are also on this cantilever. 

And through comparison. 

Su Lang also figured out the positions of Canglan Star and Jingtian Star, which were actually in the far 

east of the Xinghai Region, which belonged to a relatively remote area. 

So far. 

Su Lang finally had a relatively intuitive impression of the entire Xinghai area. 

 


